I called the LCSO regarding a trespassing issue and Dep. Persil responded with another officer whose name I did not get. Upon arrival Dep. Persil spoke to both us and the other parties involved and determined they were at fault. She explained our options and facilitated obtaining the information we needed to proceed. Throughout the incident Dep. Persil and the other officer were thoroughly professional. While in the grand scheme of things this wasn't a huge incident I greatly appreciate how calmly and competently the two deputies handled the issue.

Casey Smith approached and escorted me from my apartment when was suicidal and severely depressed. She transported me to the hospital ER all the while treating me with a high level of respect, dignity and compassion! Everything she did calmed my fears! Thank you so much Casey!

Deputy Bradley was incredibly professional and compassionate. When my husband showed at the scene he couldn’t have been kinder. I have spoken with him twice. He told me if I needed anything to call him anytime. We need more officers like him that truly care about people. He proves you can do your job without being condescending. I wish there were more like him.

An officer in a car marked 11856 spotted an elderly lady waiting on the corner for the walk signal. A gust of wind blew a paper she was holding from her hands into the street. The officer stopped traffic and got out of his vehicle to retrieve the paper for her. It was such a kind gesture and you could tell that she was truly grateful. During this time there is so much criticism of our officers. I felt the need to say thank you for being unusually kind.